Proper management of the realization of the general and special training objectives of technical higher education makes it necessary to organize the curriculum and the educational process according to didactic, methodological aspects. selection of curriculum elements with deductive and inductive approach and their horizontal and vertical arrangement are required. in addition, the curriculum concentration of a given subject, i.e. its connection to other subjects, must be taken into account. This article intends to add to this by raising some points.
Organizing the curriculum
in the interest of motivating towards the different technical domains and specialty fields it is useful if -within the framework of the fundamental subjects connected to these fields -the characteristic problems are introduced in the curricular conception from the very beginning. These are served well by the so called associative, or unified curricula. Their essence is presented in Figure 1 . By comparing them to the two basic versions: the deductive and the inductive (which generalizes based on the specific) curricula. [1] .
The deductive approach therefore consists in getting from known true statements to new true statements by means of deduction, while the inductive learning consists in formulating generally valid statements based on specific observations. Regarding the knowledge obtained by the latter method, it cannot be considered to be certainly and absolutely true, only probably (hypothetically) true, since the generalization is based on a finite (low) number of observations. The inductive approach is a complex process; it has the following essential elements: searching for analogies, induction of rules, establishing of counter-examples, proof. an example for the inductive method would be the teaching of the crystallization process of pure metals by establishing and analyzing the cooling graphs and by confirmation of the Gibbs phase law. an example of the deductive method would be the teaching of the crystallization process of pure metals based on a given cooling graph and the Gibbs phase law. Further examples of the deductive method can be seen in Figure 2. [2].
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The system of criteria for the teaching of the structures mentioned in Figure 2 . is az follows: -basic principles, fundamental notions -technological parameters and calculations -procedures and equipment -applicability, advantages, disadvantages, economic viability -management of quality, necessary and opportune material analysis -safety technique, environmental protection -country-specific considerations, international comparison The selection and organizing of the taught contents becomes more and more an activity that needs expertise and therefore it is a task for every teacher and every teaching collective, with the appreciation of different groups of factors (Figure 3.) [3].
The two categories of additive teaching aims from the first group of factors are the scientific worldview and the human competences that provide the necessary stability for the organizing of the teaching -learning activity and at the same time they allow for a flexible space for any changes that can occur as a means to prove the progressive and adaptive nature of the organizing of teaching. These aims are never unidirectional or deterministic; they also contain the regulative effect of feedback coming from both the results of the teaching and the qualitative control processes. Explanations and illustration by the teacher, in some cases visiting the factories for the processing of new information. Teaching based on problems in the phase of applications.
Explanations and illustrations by the teacher, discussions. Autonomous processing of informations based on a directed series of questions from the manual. Autonomous applications: solving of problems.
Results
New competences in applying fundamental knowledge.
Learning of new notions, correlations, principles and structures.
Experience in applying knowledge in technologies.
The second group of factors consists of the notion of a technical culture that is the sum of all relations towards specialty sciences and all material, social and spiritual objectivations in other words, always a sum of things (values) and activities (original creation, practical use, reshaping re-creation, interiorization etc.).
The third group of factors is the perception of teaching -learning, the expression of which in the curriculum makes it possible for students with very different capabilities, motivations and fields of interest to learn in a way that matches both expectations and their own interest [3].
Organizing of teaching
The curriculum chosen based on principles has to be organized in categories according to well defined criteria; this is a pre-condition for contouring its main sections which later will form the basis of the teaching -learning process. Therefore the globally assigned contents of culture have to be arranged accordingly. This arrangement can be approached from two directions: a horizontal one and a vertical one.
The vertical approach aims at a realization of the sequentiality given by the very build of the curriculum, this direction is strongly connected with the educational system and the system of teaching itself [4]
The horizontal approach poses the question of the specific thematic units that can contain during the process of teaching the different interconnected blocks of the curriculum. The horizontal arrangement is strongly connected with the selection of the curriculum, the structure of which is represented in Figure 4 .
The subject and its curriculum are not some reduced version or copy of a science but a means of preparing the students -with scientific exigency and also practical effectiveness -to their future careers. a modern curriculum is not a system of isolated subjects, but one that aims for a structure of scientific modules, that is, higher and inter-related units, scientific modules in which the contained subjects still keep their relative autonomy.
The teaching of the different themes within any given subject has to happen according to the inner logic of the entire unit and that requires the collaboration of the teachers of different specialty fields [3].
in the construction of a curriculum an important role must be attributed to the curricular concentration, that is to say that the inter-relations of different subjects have to be mapped out precisely in order to know when and how extensively those specific informations will be taught, that are necessary for processing new knowledge but are taught as part of different subjects. This is necessary in order to build on pre-existing knowledge and thus avoid futile (and time consuming) repetitions and also to include the absolutely necessary parts [5] ] of hitherto unknown material in the curriculum of the given subject. in Figure 5 . we represented the content abstracts for the curricular concentration of two basic subjects.
Conclusions
The above viewpoints and the examples presented can serve as a sample for organizing technical education and its curriculum while not ignoring the fact that the properly weighted presentation of each subject needs a thorough background knowledge and an ability to organize it. The aim of this present article is to give some "motivation" to that through a series of intriguing thoughts. [4] nagy s.: Az oktatáselmélet alapkérdései.
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